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"Tae best k e e p geging betterP"

EPA-Environmeatd Protection Agexy decisions,
including those of the Envkcnmentd Appezls Soard
A Keflite exclusivd
BIh-Board of Immigration A?peals de2-i
c cns.
FCC -Federal CommurLicstionsConnission decisions,
orders, petitions, notices axi policy statements.
Now, pater,t information from h e U.S. Patest and
Trademark OEce and Dement.
Now you can qickly determi~ethe &ect Fistcry of an
EPA, BIA or FCC decisior, or the ststus of a ~ a t e n tYoz
. can
dso find citing references from cases, stabates, adninistrative rnaterizs, law reviews, practice c d e s and m ~ x mcre.
h

-

Now it's easier than ever to limit byji;r;s&cti:c~.Simply
click on the "AvailableJkschctions'' buttoi: in Keyate

Limits and view a list of all case law j-xrrsdic~icnsrepresented
in ycu; cu;qent iist. Select those that interest you. No need to
remember exact naxes or codes fcr the va~%usjussdictions.
%
*.

Since its introd-&ion is 1997. KeyCke has been a%
overwhelming success wi-h cltics and legi resetzchers
Btt we aren't resting on our iaurels. These ne-w featxes
are part of s long h e cf additions to KeyCite over the past
t h e e years.
And there's mcre to come soon-inciudmg coverage
of tax materials. We haven't stopped expaiidmg and.
improving KeyCite yet. And we never nilill

Drive your acquisitions workflow into the fast lane.
nects your library acquisitions workflow to online information providers, a d d i ~ gcore benefits
your e-procurement process. Put yourself in the driver's sezrtt of the e-commerce revolution
d point-and-click your way to the value-added acquisitions wsrkfiow of the future.
Go to ww,inmagic.com/testdrive and test drive

InmagicsNETtoday, or

800-229-8398.
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In today's information-ba
researchers and librarians need the
most reliable tools for ar-tick retrieval.
k m r success is directiy related to the
innovative and cost-effective solutions
provided by your document suppiier.
inf~trieveis that company.
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se of us responsible for the orientation and training of new hires, as
well as their retention, need to address the different styles of learning and working that
characterize the Gen X generation. Mary Ellen Beck shares her experiences as a supervisor of
a Gen X employee.

are e-book in Ywi. F & m 7

Who wouid choose to read an e-book rather than a printed book? The visilaiiy challenged for
the adjustable type size and font of e-books. The user of technical manuals for the
bookmarking, hypertinking, and annotating capabilities. The student and traveler for the
portability of multiple tities. The researcher for keyword searching. With e-Soak multimedia
capabilities around the corner, who would choose to read an e-book? The very users
academic, public, school, and special libraries serve. Susan Randoiph questions if the most
recent versions of e-books have a future in libraries.
30

An Excerpt from Csrirxdiai: C~pri9k:.ham$ t k r d cdliJ;.iw

Lesley Ellen Harris shares a chapter from her new book, Canadian Copyright iav6 third
edition. The chapter is titled Canad1:an and American Copylight Laws: A Comparison. The
chapter is excerpted with permission of McGraw-Hill Ryerson.

5
57

Copypight Comer
Electronic Books in Libraries: Rishts of
Libraries ar:d Pbbliskers
<

12

Strztegie: iearrning liutioetk
Deepening Your Learning

41.

ItZoney Mattes
Pricing Strategy

15

Communications Butlaek
A Decade of Celebrating Intemtional
Special Librarians Day!

45

Csnfcrencs C6tun"cown
Exploring the San Antotio VicinFty

SbA President-Elect Wope W m a n is i ~ o k i r t gfor members t o volunteer for service on the many commf$%eesof'

the assodation for 20981-2002. The appointment process wilt begin s"mmediatetyafter the Winter Meeting in
Savannah. Read the committee dessdptiorrs in Who's Who,
Indicate your interest fn oelagfng by corr%%ctingWope
E t h a n a% Baboon College, Babsopa Park, MaosachuseEs
02457, or via e-maiL a t ~Llman@ba&ason.edu.Include why
you are interested fn serving on a spec.r"ficcommittee
and rekeasant expertise,
Remember: If you a r e u n a b l e t o v o l u n t e e r f o r
association-wfde responsibilities a t this t h e , sewice a t
the chapter and division level is a valuablle expe~ence.
Contact the 2001-2 02 chapter pressidents-eled and divjsion chairs-elect and teLl them yobi would Gke t o be
involved on their team next yeare

Pubiishw David R. gender, Ph.3.
Senior Editor Douglas W. Fiwccmb, M.S.
Nanag?;ig Editor Susar: WeBmughtug
(sur;ax-bgsta.or&
Assislznt Editor Cendace C. Orsex?
Layout & Design Meiissa C. batvtnn
Adveitiring Vivian C o k m 301.963.3522
p/%b?g~la.ory)

Werrnai<@nGutleak"
< I S %109:-0808) is the mcr.:b;v, award-wincia;
pbLica5cn of ?he S?ecIal Libraries Association,
57C0 E<;hteen:F, S::eet, NW, Washing:on, DC
25004-2514; :& (202) 231-L7OO, ex: 674; fax:
(202) 265-9327; e-mail: mgazine@siz.org.

ZOO1 Subscriptior. Xates:
Stzndard sohscfistion $125 (zcth liS and
I-terxa:iona;) S n ; k ksue ( > a n m y ' 29;7-) $19.
%issin- copiej wiil be sccpfied whe- iosses have
been s d a i v e i in ::ansir 2-d as s c p r l e s iast.
C l a k for nisslng issxes m s t ae RLeG ivithin
!ox ;;..on:hs of da:e as p-D$cation. Cairns for
ii:.&?e;:'ere:
iss-es will not SE aj13111eCI dne to
f&dre :3 notify the Nei?.be:sKp 5;epa@ment3'
the S ~ 0 s v i 3 t i o rGepartmenf OF adiress c:.anses
oi b e c a s e a, issue is "missing fro% t?e %es." A
cogy of the mai:i;.g hbe: and/or :he s h s c e b e r
wiil faci;ita-e :he p~ocessinga$ clims.

Change of Address:
ALLOWsix week for a!i changes t o become
effecdve. ALL c c m n 4 c a t i o n s s n c u k ;e
zccompnied by nai2ng Lane: Frc?; a recent issue

AdvertWng:
Acce$znte of a:: adve7tiser;en: ioes Po: imp$

mar

endo:sement of tbe y c d x t cy the Speciai
L'braries Assccia:'o;;. For 2308 acver'risi-g rate
cards or o'rhe: adver5sing infc:matio-, c%t&
Viviafi :$hen 2: te1: (301) 953-3522; far: (331)
869-5638; o: e-maii: v%ac@sla.org.
Infzxrcat?on Ourlock@is a registered
tradenark ef the Speciai Libraries 4ssodation.
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Do the words Tasini v. New York Times mean anything to you? They should,
particularly given the fact that information prcfessionals are caught in the middle
of a very interesting copyright conundrum. I'm reminded cf a statement f r o n
The Wizard of Gz: "Toto: we're not in Kansas anymore!"
This case, which is pending before the United States Supreme Court, pits freelance
authors against publishers (New York Times, New York Newsday, Lexis-Nexis, to
name a few), and rests on the question of whether copyright iaw allows the latter
to p r i x articles written by the former and make them available in digital form (in
particular, on the we5). Publishers argue that web-based versions of newspapers
are merely edirions of newspapers. The freelance authors maintain that ccpyright
law only allows for article re-use if the new version of the work is xbstantially
similar to the original. Web versions, they suggest, are nothing like the printed
versions of newspapers and, thus, publishers have either the right to put such
articles on the web or to make them available to other online information services. The origislai case in federai court was won by the publishers. 3ut then :he
authors appealed, and the U.S.Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, overlurne6 the
original decision. The publishers immediately requested a review by the high court.
As a result of the Supreme Court's decision to review Tasini v. New York Times,
U.S. library associations have become the darlings of the information world. Eoth
sides have courted SLA and ;he rest of the community in an attempt to convince
us to file amicus criri-;ae(a "friend of the court" brief) in support of their respective
causes. The American Library Association and the Association of Research Libraries have agreed to do so. As of this writing, SLA has :emained neutral on the
matter, citing concerns with bcth enforcement of copyright Law and the impact of
the case on access to archives of articles and the costs of s a d access. But it certaiciy has made for s e n e interesting theater, as authors and pubiisfiers have made
?heir pitches in an attempt to sway our position. Authors have traditionally Seen
allies of the library community in recent copyright legislative battles. Depending
on which library association you ask, publishers are either A] friecds cf the information professional with ciear interests in defending their inteliectual property
rights; 3) greedy protectors of their IP rights and oppressive enforcers of the law;
or C) some of each but certainly neither hawks ncr doves.
For its own part, SLA believes that the outcome of this case will have a sigcificant impact 03the manner in which information professionals wili access information, engage publishers, strategically plan for futzre resource acqirisition, and
meet the needs of Cur users. We believe that the parties involved are in a position to resolve :his matter without the Supreme Court's ictervention, and the
community of information professionals deserve that kind of cutcome. iieliance
on a decisicc by the court is a gamb!e for both sides acd our profession. A win
by the pubIishers may signal their totai controi of the information marketplace,
which is never a good thing. A win by the authors may severely affect the quality and quantity of content archived by online services and the price :o be paid
for access to that context-clearly not a victcqr for the profession. As users of
information, you have a ?ole to play by co~municatingw t h yozr suppliers
about the need for a responsible outcome that will benefit everyone, incisding
bcth authors and pubiishers. DOE? hesitate to use your powers of persuasion!

David R. Becder, 2h.D
Executive Directoi

1

#I ]
You need the right news and business information
for factual discovery and due diligence.
{ fact #Z ]
it right now.

( that%a fact

Lexis-Nexis and lexis coma;e registered trademarlcs and ne,?is.com is a servi:i mark of Rsid Elsevier Proaeriies inc., usec u w i license
O 2001 Lexis-Nexis, a d~vis!onof Reeo Eisevler mc. All rights :eservec.

Prior to AOL, Koiler was formerly an
acquisitions librarian for the US. Department of State, has a wealth of international experience and has over
fifteen years experience at all levels
within libraries and library manage-

ment. Koller, who is an active guest
speaker at the SLA and other conferences, was a 1999 nominee for the SLA
"Innovators in Technology Award" for
his unique approach to bringing AOL's
Library into the Information Age.
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Special Library Suppop$s
"Weadfng Cap'ita8 of the

World" Effort
Residents {primarily children) of
Tifton, Georgia, have amassed over
one million points in three years using tiye Advantage Learning Systems,
Inc. ':kceIerated Reader Program"
and have proclaimed Tifton as the
"'Reading Capital of the World." For
a nine-week period adults were allowed to read books and take tests
as well and the University of Georgia Colege of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences Tifton Campus
Library was one of the sites where
people could take tests. Librarian
Duncan McClusky of the Tifton
Campus is a member of the Environment and Resource Management
Division as well and the Food, Agricultzre, and Nutrition Division.

Best-%&krUSA Signs SLA
P4ernkw fluinn K011er
Quian Kolier has joined Best-seller
USA as Manager, Sllsiness Development USA. Koller, who crrrrently
serves on SLA's Board of Directors
of the Geography and Map Division,
and the Sols Librarians Division,
formerly served as the Director of
Library aad Information Services for
America aniline Inc. (AOL). Koller
was responsible for automating their
immense geographic colleclion and
pioneeri~gthe electronic delivery of
all library services.

Wew Branding %r
Exhibitors!
What's new in exhibits this year?
SLKs new name for their exhibitors
and exhibitions, rhar is! SLA now
has a new name and a new identity
for the exhibitors at the Annua!
Meeting 2001 in San AntonioINFO-EXPO: SLA Information Partners! Starting this year, the name
INFO-EXPO: SLA Information Partners will be the new way to refer to
the exhibitors and their exhibits participating in the Annual Conference.
Please help us to usher in a new era
of exhibiting. Use this new name
when referring to SLRs exhibitors
and exhibits and look for this brand
name on future exhibitor information. IXFO - EXPO: S M Information
Partners is an exciting new concept
and identity for ti?e exhibitors. Join
us in incorporating the new name
in your minds and rolodexes as a
new tradition in exhibiting. For additional information, call Janet
Brown, director of exhibits, at 1-202939-3680 or e-nail janet@sla.org.

-

Mark Your Calendar for this
year's Annual
Conference -

"2001 - An Information Odyssey:
Seizing the Competitive Advantage."
This year's conference will be held
June 9-14, 2001, in San Antonio,
Texas at the Henry B. Gonzalez Cong z w n =,A
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vention Center. Check the web site
at www.sla.org/content/evetns/
2001conf/index.cfm for more updates
on conference happenings.

Be Cagna Named ta 20Gf
Ciass of ASAE Feilows
Jeff De Cagna, SLA's managing director of Strategic Learning and Development, is one of ten industry leaders that has been named to the
American Society of Association Executives (ASAE) 2001 class of Fellows. The WIIows designation is one
of ASAE's highest honors, confened
upon industry executives who have
complied a list of signiiicant contributions to their current and past organizations. ASAE Fellows are often
called upon to advise *heASAE President and Board of Directors, monitor trends in the profession and make
recommendations for addressing future challenges. De Cagna and the
other Fellows will be honored in
March during a ceremony at ASAEs
Strategic Leadership Forum in Las
Vegas, Nevada.

Vakoo! $63 B ~ H
E &~-Tc~~
Ma'serkls Q P A
~ M C % ~ ~
Yahoo: Ins. will slop carry:ng online
auctions of Xazi ariifzets anb other
hate-related marerials after some users complained that such i k z s proz o t e hate and v:oience. The new restrictions, which take effed a week
from Wednesdayr,couid also address
a November conrt d i n g froE France
requMng Yzhoo to block such items
from French users. Although Yahoo
has insisted it cannot limit access rs
certain geographic regions, as the
French court ordered. Yahoo may effectrveiy comply by blocking the
items from everyone. The cew guidel i x s wit; also apply to :he site's classified listicgs and its e-cornpierce
partxrs. Yahoo! search directories,
chat roorr,s and o t k r areas are not
affected, -vhi'hen the new poiicy takes
effect, Yahoo will also begic screening items before tizey are h i e d . Computer software wiil reject any item
rhat appears to viohte t3e site's pdic i a . Users will be able to appeal rejections la a humax k i x g . kiction
sites have typically rejected items
only after they are posted.

C&l for Appifeaf%ms TOT
2051 Amsjer-iean Memopi
klisws Inst&&
The American Memony Feliows Program is joining with the Library of
Congress for a year long professional
d e ~ e l o p ~ eopportclnity,
nt
the cewerstone of w X c h is the American
Memory Fellows institute, held in
Washington at tile Library of Congress i s two s&-day sessions on 3u:y
15-20 and M y 22-29, 2001.This is
an excellent. opportunity for out-

s r a n d i ~ gteachers, librarians and
. .~
media specrairsr to work with the
Library of Congress to iuzderstand
berter how priaary sources can en& rrch the learning experience of students in grades 4-12.

;he Librap] is seeking appiica~iozs
from t w o - = e ~ b e rteams of hunanities teackers, iibrarians an2 media
seciaiists who:
rT.

The AmerFean M m o r y Fellows Institute sponsors twenty-five two-person teams of exe=piary grade 4-12
edcca:ors for their stay i r -Washington. Tearis wili attecd only one session; koweverr ?lo be eligible for consfderation, t e a r s ~ u s 52
t available
for borh sessjons. To apply? use the
application foand o ~ l i n e at
learning.loc.gov/iearn/amfp.Appiicarions must be postmar&xl $y February 25, 2001
Dnring the six day ~nstitkte,Fdiows
will work with Library sf Congress
m f f and consuitants, e x a k n e 53th
actual and virtual primary source
artifacts-phct~grapizs,zaps, graphic
arts, video, audio, cbcru~entsand
texts-plus learn strategies for working wit2 these elecrroaie primary
source mareriais. Participants -%ill
also deveiop sample teaching mateUS that draw upon the American
r'-'
Memory onlfne inaxeriak.
Fo'oilowing the Ins5tu'_e, Fe'piiows wlrl
continw to develop, m5ne acd tesr
their teaching naterials with other
colieagues and strabenrs. These
teacher-created =aterials are then
edited for presenzatim c n the Library
of C o ~ g r e s s Learning Bage a t
1earni~,g.loc.go~i/lea:n.Throughout
the school year, %%~wsparticipate i s
onkne discussion pronps- Anesicaa
A4e~o1-yFeiLows, as mentors to their
professiocs, are aaiso asked to share
=en :3xovrxriedge &fii &er coIkagrtes
f.%roughoratt5e nation at workshops
and seminars or is writmg.

I:
-I

you meet these cntega, pdnt out

and c s q t e t e rhe or'piine qp:,icatio~
at lleaming.loc.gov/iearn/amQ. You
=?lay make copm or the zppiicatiozs
for interested colleagoes. R e ~ e ~ b e r ,
applications as: be post1zarked by
February 25. 230:. /No email, fax,
31. disk-based applications, piease.;
letters to ail appiicants
k-o
.i~:,~~;on
~-~
'idl be ma:Ied tke week of April 23,
2001. Send i q u E e s to A~dreaSavada
at asav@ioc.gov or 1-202-7C7-8146.
,...A,

The B B ~ o s ~ $Loi b~m y

Csuna5t Seeks 3ew ?&m$en
Tbe Depository Library Zonncii
[Cormcilj was established is 1973 to
provide advice ro the Public Printer:
United States Governme~rPrinting
Office :GPO>, regarding the Federal
D e p c s i t o ~Library Progmo: {FBLP).
:ne C o : d is coEyised of indivkk
als who serve for a three-year t e r ~ ~
Esc5 year, up to five new Council
memsers am selected to repiace those
whose texm :r_aveexpired. Council
n e ~ b e r sa g p ~ i n t e dto three-year
-7

Revised?expanded, and completely up-to-date, the Third Edition of this bestseiling handbook
offers unrivaled coverage of The broad spectrum of concepts and applications that are critical
to the success of today's industrial engineer.
Containing the contributions of 176 accomplished professionals with diverse training and
professional affiliations from around the world, the new edition covers the latest developments
in key areas such as technology; performance improvement management; management,
planning, design, and control; and decision-making methods.
Special features include:
* Fresh material on project management
* More in-depth treatment of suppIy-chain management and Isgistics
* Nine new chapters on service systems
* More than 1,003 valuable figures and tables
e Over 4,000 references for further information
* And much more
0-471-33057-4 a Cloth * 2,500 pp. June 2001
SPECIAL PRE-PUBOFFER: $225.00 prior to 8/31/01--$250.00 thereafter

Avaiiable through ycur vendor.

@WILEY
Fubiishers Since 1807

terms in 2001 will formally begjn
their term on October 1, 2001, and
serve until September 30, 2004.
The Depository I2brzy Comcii is swking individuals who have a broad
working knowledge of Federd infermation dissemination policy and issues, and the ability to relate that
iaowledge to the mu. We expect that
in the coming year much of %heCouncils focas will be on GPOs aczons to
discover, catalog, and mmage online
resources. Therefore, Conncii =embers shorrld have an understacding cb
the Inforxmion-based society and
economy, imluding scch issues as
tecilnologicai developments. literacy,
L: veness,
groductivi, national compe%
and the roles of &e various sectors of
society in addressing such issues.

Members oi Couccil wi!i be asked to
advise the Public Printer on issues
of pubiic access to Govercn~entinformation, GPO responses to Legislative and 5~ndixgprcposais, and other
issues which could impaci the FDLP.
C o u ~ c i imembers nrusf be abie io
devote sufficieni aDosnrs of personal
and organizational time and resources to be part of in-depth discussions of issses aria to synthesize the
results of such discussions and related research into fomal recommendations to the Public Printe: This
commitEent of time will invoke approximately ten days per year, including the two yearly neetings and conmittee work between :he formal sessions. Couccii officers and. comEittee chaipersocs may need to devote
additionai tine Setween meetiags.

meetings
The Council has two ~;nbllc
each year iz Aprii and Ocrober: m e
in the Washingron DC area and rhe
other at different locations around the
counrry. Ear2 Council meeting is in
sessior: for 3.5 days. The Council
convenes on a Srmday and adjourns
0~ *Wednesday. GPO pays the travel
ax2 ger diem expenses of Couccil
members.
if yal: wish to be nominated for the

Council, please subEih 2 brief biographicai sketch to John Gresby, dir e c t public
~ ~ co~municatioas
a: Sm
via e-mail at john-c@sla.org or coctact by phone at l-202-939-3629 by
Febmary 16, 260;.

Uncover and ingenta
two companies,

one shared vision.
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To be both effective and fulfilled in
our personal and professionai lives
today, we need to be learning continuously about ourseives, other
people, and the many facets of our
tPusinesses and our careers. You can
do that through many avenues. One
method is iife coaching.

Wh& is life coaching?
There are many approaches to coaching. Organizational coaching seeks to
i ~ p r o v pen%ommce,
e
productiviiy, or
teamwork and viewW§
?he coach as the
exper? who motivates m d gives advice. There are specidty coaches who
focus on sales, bushess, or weer: Life
roaching iooks at a person's whole E e
to assess the level of fulfiihent and
balance, and assists the person in discovering who she is and who she
wants to be. life coaching focuses on
moving towzd a desk& future. rather
thar: focusing on ?he past.
coaching helps t3e person integrate the
mnltiple facets of Iiie and live congnueztly in the many roles he piays.

Hsw does csaehing

you are?" That was your G r e d i n
speaking; The ccach works with you
to honor :he Gremlin's past contri5ulioa to y ~ u iife,
r as you ask it for
a new relationship, one is that you
can move ahead and take risks
which will deapen your learning
about you~se1fand life.

deepex cur leazning?
W
' e begin w%ththe belief thatthe ciien%does not need to be %&" and
is fully capable of realizing her iali
potential. Each of us is the expert
on our own iiws and has the answers we seek. S i q m d read t h ~
sentence again. How often have you
thought of yourself as the expea on
your cwn life? What would it be like
far you to see yourself that way? Yo3
have jusi deepened your learning by
answering this questioa.
%he difficult part is accessrng those
answers and recognizing them when
we do. The coach is 2 faciliiator for
*&is discove-ry. Open-ended, powerful questions help peel the layers
away from the issce and get at waat
is True for :@epersox in rhat moment
and heips him choose actions that
are appropriate for him. S o m e l i ~ e s
recognition is the only "acrion"
needed and an important skift happens fror: that point.

Ve?~gl%
often a major obstacie to aur
growth and learning is "the Gremlin." You may know the Grexiln by
another naae-l'nrler Critic, T h e
%Ice> P a r e ~ t a lTqes-or many othOne model. of life coaching is Co-ac- ers. The Gremlin wjil, always be
tive Coaching which kras four "cor- strongest a%rimes of risk, transition
nerstones": I) the c k x t is naturally and vulnerabiliry. The Gremiin seeks
creative, resourcefui and whole; to keep things the same. If you were
2) :he coachmg addresses C%eclient's to grow, expand your life, rmve forwhole life; 33 the agenda comes from ward, the Gremlin woulC be out of a.
the client; 4; the reiationship is a de- job: What makes the Grennlin such
signed L I I Z ~ ~The
T I Cmost
~ . important a tough opponent is that we think it
step in a new coaching relationship is a part of ourselves speaking up to
Is to develop the aklience. From %he keep 3 s focused on reality,
beginni~g,the clfent experiences the practicalities, etc. To %ow forward,
coach as someone who believes in the Gre=iin must be identified and
hin and is committed to helping him seen as separate fro= us. Think of a
create the life and work he desires. time you heard +*Lhesewords inside
The power of the coaching process your head: "'flhat makes you :kink
you can do ihar! Who do you tki&
resides in *&ispartnership.

*
3cj.x do sj~u
f l ~2
gC
-?

Q ~ C ~ ?

First, ask y3urself w-hat yonr primary
focus is for the coaching work yo2
want to do? Then ask, "How cox=itted am I to doing this work and
f making this investzent?-'
Once you have 5% ms-mrs, do your
research
Phd se~ie~ai
coaches to
inkruiew. Ask abozt their credentials,
zlreir style of ccachlng a d fees. Ask
them for sazpIe sessions by phone or
inpewon to assess *:sir approaches,
capabiIilies and your rapport -with
theE. ?Pis is an ~mportmtippvesmant
you ixe m a h g in youseif:
The Inierna?ioaraI Coaches Federaeon
JICF: jwww.coachfederarioa.orgJ
currently has 350@memSers, and
estfr:a;es rhat there are between
I0,SOC. and 15,060 coaches worldwide. The ICFsets standards for
coach training schools and certi5catioc, and naintaim a referral Listfng which cac be accessed froE the
website as well as information on
local K F ckapxers. Other sources are
local papers, networking gronps,
and professionai training arganizatians, as wei2 as friends and relatives who have coaches.

by Linda M . David CPPC Bauid is
n life coach rrnd ti-ainlng ccnsrritmt
in privare practice in Aiexandria,
VA. She may be reached aio e-maii

Choose the business iriformation service
that comes with people, not strings, attached.
Why are thousands of inforrxiticn professionals turning to Factiva for access to news
and b~sinessconrent? Because rhey receive more than an organized collection of
gioba! news and irformatioi.. They aiso gain access to the experts at Fadiva, who
survey the r w d s ano issues that affect today's information management initiatives.
For example, the team behind the Factiva mfoPro Aiiiance program delivers mique
resources and mois for enhanchi: yotir professional skii!s in ;he digital age. You'li also take
part in a virtual community of informatior, professionals who share their experiences In
managing ccmwany-wide projeds. Other Factiva programs provide face-to-Face meetings
with specialists whc can heip you create a news and information resowe 'hat fits your
unique cc:pora?e environment.
Find out why so vany information professionals a:e taking a close: lock at business
inforimtion vencois - and chocsing Factiva first, To join our InfoPro Ailiance
program, go ro w ~ w . f a c t l ~ a . ~ ~ m / i n f o p r o .
CowJones & Reuters

The ACrM Digital Library includes:
*

Over 20 AGW publications and archives

15 years of codererice proceedings
Advanced seararchirig capabilities
Over 50,008 bibliographic citations
*

700,000t pages sf d o d o a d a b l e text

EXCEBTI

ACADE,WC INSTHTUTIONS,
please contact:
ACM Member Services
e-mail: acrnhel.p@acn=.org
phone: ""L-212-626-05@0
fax: +I-212-944-1328

please contact:
DL C o o ~ ~ a e o r
e-ma: dl-info@acm.oug
phone: +I-212-425-0518
Eax: +I-212-944-1318
Association for Coroputicg bhachinery
The F i r s t S o c i e t y i n C o r p u r i n g

ISLD provides a news hook or angle
for developing news and feature stories and the press kit is a valuable
communications tool for you to
send to your local print and. broadcast media.

Ten years ago, the Special Libraries
Association decided there should be
a day dedicated to the profession that
would recognize the unique contributions made by information professionals and the critical role they play
in the international information
arena. As a result, International Special Librarians Day (ISLD) was created. Held in conjunction with National Library Week, ISLD encourages information professionals to
promote the services they provide to
their users, customers, and management within their organizations and
to external communities. The first
celebration turned out to be such an
ovem-helming success that the board
of directors decided to make it an
annual event, thus laying the foundation for future events.
So here we are a decade later. ISLD
continues to serve the same purpose
in 2001 as it did in 1991; the only
notable difference is that the celebration has grown steadiiy into an
intenradonal event because of the

continued support and commitment
from information professionals
around the world. As a leader in the
giobal information community, on
the front lines everyday obtaining
first-hand knowledge and experience
on the perceptions and attitudes surrounding the profession, you understand that your participation and
communication play an important
role in raising awareness and recognition for the profession. With that
in =ind, a theme was created that
embodies t5e ISLD message. "A World
of Information Within Your Reach"
conveys that information professionals are the best trained people to tap
into, manage, and connect you to
today's complex and overwhelming
world of global information.
To get you stxted down the right
path, this year we added a new press
kit. The press kit contains a sample
press release, media alert, letter to the
editor, fact sheet, and radio PSA, all
of which are available on the SLA web
site. The international observance of

Ten Yeas of Ce'rebr&ng %a V&w
Yc.1~B r i q to Your OxgmizaZisn!
2001 - A World of Information Within Your Reach
2005 - Navigating the World's Knowledge
1999 - Exercise Your Resources
1998 - The Time Is Mow
1997 - Putting Knowledge to Work
1996 - Partners in Global Information Management
1995 - Mastering Global Information with a Competitive Advantage
1994 - Building a Better World with Information
1993 - Global Understanding Through Information
1992 - Information Knows Nu Bounds
1991 - Information Beyond Borders: Building Globdl Partnerships

Thanks to the generous support from
Factiva, A Dow Jones and Reuters
Company, and the Freedom Forum,
we have prepared a great promotional
kit for you to use in celebrating this
very special occasion. Please take full
advantage of the ISLIP theme and logo
on the SLA web site. The SLA web
site also contains information on activities for celebrating ISLD, information on ordering free promotional
iterns, and &e criteria for the ISLD
Award. For the second year, the Freedom Forum in Rosslyn, Virginia, will
host a speciai event which includes a
self-guided tour of the Newseum (an
interactive news museum). Here are
a few easy tips to assist you in getting the message out:
Invite your colleagues, local @fficials
and the media for an open house to.. .
Share and showcase the services and
contributions of your library...
Leave your patrons dazzied and
amazed by your presentation
which ...
Demonstrates your vast resources,
knowledge and abilities.
On April 5, 2001, your opportunity
awaits. This is your day to speak
loudly and clearly about the value
information professionais bring to
their organizations. Your observance and participation of ISLD
2001 contribute to changing
people's attitudes, perceptions, and
understanding about the importance of what you do and the value
you add.

For more information,
contact Anthony Biue
(ar;thony@sia.org)

Moty Men Beck is manager o j G!obai information Ser~icesat United Technologies Corporatimi. 5he h m been ;fil/oimd

in h i k g and training libmiy stuff for the past fourteen yeurs. She rnoy be reached a t beckM@utrc.com.

dresses in CAP clothes, Listens t o rock, and says, "you rock!" when she i s pleased with what she hears. Mary Ellen
Lunches on yogurt and fruit, dresses in Ann Taylor, lfstens t o jazz and doesn't quite understand that she manages a
"cube farm" where an unusual sound can cause Jodi to engage in "prairie dogging" over the top of a cubicle wall.
What do they h a m in common? They both work for the Information Network at United Technologies Corporation, Jodi
as a new information manager and Mary Ellen as a seasoned supervisor responsible for setting up her tmining.
Without 3 doubt the library field is in the midst of a graying of the profession ("Know About Librarians," American Librmies, February 2000). Our information organizations will need to fill masy positions fro= the pool of
Ger, Xers (those born between 1963 and 1977) to maintain employment levels. As we hire Gen Xers, those of us
responsible for the orientation and training of new hires,
as well as their retention, need to address the different
styles of learning and working which characterize the
Gen X generation. Qne year ago, I hired our first Gen X
Library professional, Jodi Psoter-Stacy and this article is
based 011 zny experiences as one of her supervisors.

k"r"wt they are Howking for:
Basically Gen Xers are looking for success and security,
but they are unsure about how to find it and they do not
ascribe to the s a m work ethic of previous generations.
They are the latchkey children who as Jodi expressed it
"take care of ourselves." They are graduating to one of
the best job markets ever, so they don't fear finding a job,
and will switch jobs often if they are not happy, or can
negotiate more money. Every year more than 77 million
wiiI change fulitine jobs, others try a business venture,
or decide to go back to school. Many of them are entrepreneurial and will seek out dot.com ventures as the e=ployer of choice.
They rnistxsk corporations as they saw their parents
downsized and restructured in the foundering job market of the 4990s. They set their security as their highly
marketable job skills which they can pick up by moving from m e job to another. They will aggressively seek
out these new marketable job skills and knowledge,
and they wiii be attracted to jobs that offer training
and strong mentoring programs. They are enticed by
companies where there is a big risk/big reward environment which allows rapid advancement for those
who can meet challenges.

The best large companies for attracting Gen Xers are the
ones that mimic small companies an6 create smaller autonomous units. They offer greater wealth opportunities
for their best people regardless of age/seniority and they
compensate on the basis of performance. Finding ways
to keep young people connected to the larger organization and giving them exposure to top people makes a
large company seem like a small company.
Their perception of the company is very important and
those companies who can market rheir orga~izationsas
a brand will be most successful in hiring Gen Xers. They
will use their technical skill and online resources to research a company, exchanging information via the
Internet with their friends and checking message boards
where people post information about working at companies. Some are attracted to companies with an inspiring
mission which benefits pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies.
Be prepared to woo them and as you do, give them opportunities to meet and build relationships with poiential colleagues. At some companies, the hiring process
has taken on the aura of a fraternity or sorority rush with
lavish events and opportunities to network with potential colleagues. Creative recruiting, beyond typicai job fairs
such as mobile billboards and aggressive use of the
Internet such as running banner ads on sites from Scott
Adams' Diibert site to Travelocity will give your company the edge. Developing an internship program and
partnering with schools offering library programs car,
allow you as the potential employer to test drive and fine
tune potential employees.
Remember that not all rewards wiii be equal to them.
This group, due to worries about social security, are already saving at a much eariier age. They want portable
self-directed 401K plans and lump sum distributions and

they don't want to wait five years to l;e vested. They are
a harder sell for job-based icsxance; but ycu cac interes: them if yon inctnde such benefits as weiIness, gym
membership, and alternative health care coverage. Although they are ased to having rr,oney as the children of
two fncome families, they aiso wact rewards cther than
money related to travel on the job, knefits, and perks
*:nat improve ;heir quaiity of life and hours that fit in
with their iife style. Flextime and the ability to do work
from h o n e are also definite pluses.
Once you have hired Gen Xers, be prepared to integrate them in10 your w c r k e n v i r o n n ~ e n t .Avoid
microzr.anagicg t h e n and crampixg rheir independent
style. You n a y face resistance from baby boozers who
resent that they have not paid their dnes. Others may
have trouble accepting their style of working and communicating, or E a y be threatened by their technical
savvy. Ty
: to establish the same benefits and perks for
all of your enrployees if they are attracrive to ncn Gen
Xers as well.

$npg&i.~e a;x;~spk.erc
Jodi is the first person that I have hired directiy f r o ~ i
library school in the pas: thme years; previous hires have
beec librarians who have worked in ;he field for ma137
years and completed their MLS degrees between 1975 and
the hate 1980s.
Experienced new hires begin with zn orientation of a
couple of weeks with our centrai groups that offer basic
research and work with the physical collection. Aker a
few sessions of mentoring with experienced information
managers at the business division where they will be
working, these new infomatien managers are up to speed.
They join one of our divisions where they operate as consuitants to UTC employees by providing information and
tke other services offered by r5e information Network.
In hiring Jodi, we knew that we had a commitment to
provide her with a nurturing learning environment until
she would be able to stake our 0x1 her o m .

d
her own office removed f r e n the central groups, i ~ the
other information manager assigned to :his location.

To prepare Jodi for the type of requests she wmld be
responsible to reseaxh in her posiricn, we gave her immediate access to the k f o r ~ a t i c nNetwork's YI,ai tracker.
This is a Lotus Kotes database where all of our staff members enter data a5mt each researe3 request that they cur:p!ete for a castomer. Particiation in the IN tracker is
reqaired for aii cf ol;r sraff, and we use this as z training
database to develop awareness fof new hires or those
changing position within our network of what they can
expect in their new positions. This Catabase is especially
effective with Gen Xers as :5ey can look ar requests at
their own :ace oc their desktops.
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Gen Xers are social and like to feei k3at they are part of
the group. Give them oppcrtunities to spend time with
other staffers, es:eciaily those with expertise in areas that
tirey need to k ~ o w
abost. Set up a rot&ion schedule during the orientatron period sc that rhey have a chance to
spend mornings, afternoons or whole days with experienced staff. If ~ersonaiitiesdon't ciick as tfiey Eove
aromd, make sare rfiat they are act forced i n k a situation where mentor ~ x k e is h e fee:
~ ucccmfortabk.

~:c'.;

Although yon x a y feel the pressure to push the= inro
their r,ew position, it pays to spend the rime to integrate t h e z into the group. Even a snrail event can make
a difference-an icebreaker assignllrent for Jodi was to
have her divide c p marketing giveaways and find out
oarkc wrntect wha: which helped her 13 meet everyone
in a am-zhreatening interacrron. Our network has an
orie~iation:emplate which new hires can use to de?ermine what they need ro know and which staff Een?gers wiii be able tr: teach t h e n . It cieariy defines the
baseline reqnirements sf knewledge and specific learning goals. 13 3odi's estiznation it helped her to focus
en what was especially i m ~ o r t a nin
t the first couple of
weeks when she was overwhelmed and didn't know
quite where to k g i n .
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When Jodi arrived, we assigned her to her own office
space with the Global Information Su.;port Team who do
general research, M-e expected her to spend five months
training with this group as welli as becoming familiar with
the Printed Resources Group, the other team, which is
co-bcated as a central team of the Inforration Network.
This initial experience allowed her to be tethered to the
central staff who tvonl6 later Se supporting her when
she moved out of rheir orbit into the field. Her ultimate
assignment is as one of two information aanagers at the
United Technoiogies Xesearch Center where she now has

The supervisor needs to be accessible and willing to ifsten to t k i r fmstrations. They are coEfortabie with ail
age ievels and expect to be able to raik directly to supervisors; even those a level or two above. The perception of
being abie to walk into the supervisor's office to discuss
qlrestion or to just chat, an "open door policy," is key for
a Gen Xer. Relate to their issxes and lingo but don't over
identify with them.
The idea sf the boss k i n g all-knowing and not to be
questioned is over as far as this generarion is concerned.

They are not accepting of top down authority and rules
that don't make sense to them. Accept their criticism and
work on the concept that they can change things and
make a difference. If possible, form focus groups of Gen
Xers across departments at your company to find out whar
they are thinking. Perception of ?he company is important-asking current Gen Xers what they think as a focus
group can establish a baseline so that you can craft messages and select media to improve or change existing
perceptions.
On the other hand, they like to see action and are not
impressed when something important to them is bogged
down in bureaucratic red t q e . Show your Gen Xers that
you can follow through and "be +&erefor them." Try to be
positive and show them the ropes instead of dwelling on
the problems and obstacles of the working environment

If ssme-lhing is OX i-anterest,zagage theta
Gen Xers like to have fun at work and they want to do
challenging work. If they express an interest in a project,
follow up on it and get them involved. Make sure that
you offer support so that they are successful. After Jodi
moved to her own location, she wanted ro create a Power
Point presentation to update an existing presentation
about the Information Network that she could use with
her customers, and she wanted to include information
a b m t ail cf the desktop products which we
offer. She completed most of the slides, but.
then she had to shift gears back to her
workload; a few of us picked up the
thread, completed the slides, and
made them available to our staff
to use in marketing the Information Network.

We make it a point to give Jodi credit for her efforts and
to tell her when others used the slides with success. Gen
Xers like to receive constant feedback for what they have
done. Gen Xers may have a different work ethic in which
their job is not their number one priority, but they are
not slackers. They can work independently and are creative, but when the job is done, they are done.

Pscsi4de castnabzed mining and give
apporzznities for w eaitoring
KO matter how impressive a library school program may
be, new hires who have not had previous practical experience beyond an internship need to develop and sharpen
skills. There are limits as to how much time individual
staff members are able to spend in one-on-one training.
The Information Network has training opportunities provided by the vendors at our quarterly meeting; however,
I also make sure to include Jodi in training events inbetween meetings, as well as having vendor tr-'
ciners come
to give specific entry level training just for her and other
new hires, and interns. In addition, we encourage her to
attend outside training, seminars and conference events
which are posted to the staff through our electronic staff
newsletter. I encouraged her to select a strategic conference to attend. She has a science background, and needed
to learn more business research skills for her position. I

recommended 2 business conference which would enhance her skills in that area, and although icitially tentative, she agreed to foliow through and had a very positive experience.
Sue aiso made Jodi aware of the expertise of our experienced staff so that she could call upon them for real life
help when working on customer requests. ~ o dwlil
i seek
out casual relationships with people whc can help her.

She regularly visits our staff at other sires to share ideas
and l e a r ~ The
.
Information Network is part of an umbreila group known as Information and Learning, and:
we encourage our staff to learn from each other.

is comemed. They also like io n a k intuitive discoveries
rathe: than deducing by idowing steps dictated to tkem by
someone eke. Let tkem discover the "aha! morn.er,tsn as
they will be skeplieal of accepting them as gixns from you.
It is far more motivating to offer them some visual handson instruction, a d then give &:ern a password and sonx
actual qcesgons to use in mastering the skills. Sod processes infomation quickly and needs training that is fastpaced, em, izvolved,
broker; down into smaller chunks.
t to dc every'ting and ro
We try not lecture her a b ~ how
allow for intergenerational &fferences in training and ieaming.
One caveat is that in their familiarity with technology,
they may forget that the custonxr's needs and human
i~teractionsometimes override technical expeCiency. A
Gen X &ern once asked me why we call customers to
refine what they need if we can send rhem an e-mail.
After a series of e-mail exchanges with a customer, the
same interr, expressed her frustration to B e that she still
did not know what :he customer wanted. I drove home
the point by suggesting that she call the eustcner.

earns that focus on solving imaediate problems, like our teaE that works wirh brandkg
our products and services, or the one governs our Inlornration Network's i c t r a ~ e t .Teams where the members
have uniqse skills or knowledge; or in which the authmity is fluid or where partkipants who have the mos: skills,
knowledge and experience to dea: with a specific matter
a: hand will be most attractive to a Gen &he-

Jodi is always concerned aboat the appropriateness
of expressing her opicion. We try to create an r n r i romaent where she feejs that it is safe to express her
ideas in a group setting, even if they are nor mainstream or zre negarive. Accept that Sen Xers may not
have the level of analytical abiirtles and long-term perspective of senior colleagues. tTJe try to give her iamediate feedback on her contriburicns and credit
for her ideas.

evangelist an@a powerful recruirme~tcard. When interviewing other Gen
Xers and interns, make your newly minted Gen X hire a
par: of the process. If you don't want r h e a to sit in on
'per:
the actual interview invite them to 1 u x h and give tls o r x time alone with the candidate .walking them back
to the hnman resources ciel;ar?mest or driving them back
to their hotel. Gen Xers trust each cother>and wiii pass
the word around that your infornation ceeier is a great
piace tc; work.
Jodi's natural zeal has jnfnsed our network with a spark
of energy that can be contagious. Aithough Gen Xers do
no: have loyalty to a company, yo2 can Cissuade rhem
from being iured. away when the headhunter ~311sif you
develop a retention program which should start h y i n g
rhe orientation period. This plan should incorporate Eatageable job expectatior,s, a career piaming coniponen:,
good internal communications, freedolli to balance work
and !ife as a free agent, anb clear objectives with ireqnenr monitoring. Make mre that they have a good experience from the first day that they walk in the doer to
start work. Initial inpressions wili color :he way they
feei a5out working far you, and a day ~ h a is
r overwhelming and cochsing will 5e reaex5ered,
Make retention a top priority and k%yonr Gen Xers know
this 5y your actio~s.If you show thar you value their
opinion, you -wiiifl be rewarded in return. Alrbough they
will r ~ o s :Iikely not be life long expioyees, their gcod
feelings aboct your company will stay with them after
they leave, and who knows-they ~ a boozeracg
y
back
to yon i r ~the f ~ t u r eor send others your way. So don't be
a "mense petate" [onlice anaiogue of a couch potatoGer; X style';--get bnsy and reach out to Ger Xers ?'re
<.
next time yon have a position open.
b. .
K
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INFORMATION YOU NEED

FAST...OVER THE 1NTERNET.

Maximize your research efforts with the advanced search engine that is csmplementd by
the timeliness and expedience of the world wide web.
% Brings

together eleven of S&PYsmost popular products through an easy-to-use
graphical interface

% Timely

data, analysis a ~ , dinvestment advice on companies, industries, stocks and
bonds, mutual funds and dividends
Over 500 searchable fields; across :nultiple databases

* Print and export multiple documents
* Solution for the corporate, public 2nd academic library marketplaces
Cai! 808-221-5277 for 3 trial su'ascription of the product or visit the demo site at www.netadvantage.srafidardandpoors.com/demo
Also avaitabie in CD-ROM and print format.

Susan Randolph is a cona'idate, Po;[-Masters Certficote, School of Libro~yand Injmnotion Science

at Catholic University @America. She may be r e d i e d at psord@v/or!dnet.att.net
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The user of technical manuals for t h e bookmarking, hyperlinking, and annotating capabilities. The student and
traveler for t h e portability of multiple titles. The researcher for keyword searching. The Late night reader for t h e
optjonat backlighting t h a t enables reading in t h e dark. The distance learner who needs access t o materials twentyfour hours a day, seven days a week. And t h e forgetful reader for t h e ability t o retrace t h e path of what was read and
find t h e meaning of a word without leaving t h e reading chair. With e-book multimedia capabilities around t h e corner,
potential users come t o mind: t h e language student who wants t o hear t h e pronunciation of a word; t h e model builder
who would like t o s e e in a 3-D rendering exactly where t o put t h e next piece: t h e reader of a Balanchine biography,
who wishes t o s e e a clip of a ballet performance. Who would choose t o read an e-book? The very users academic,
public, school, and special libraries serve. But do t h e most recent versions of e-books have a future in libraries?

nt of e-books
is digitized text.
Hart initiated a gioneering effo~tto digitize text
in 1971 when he digitized the Declaretion of Indepezdence. His Project Gutenberg has now digitized more than
2,500 titles. These titles are in plain American Standard
Code lor Information Interchange (ASCII) text, and can
be read on any computer system. Project Gutenberg's goal
is to provide electronic text of all public domain titles
shortly after they enter the public domain.
E-text makes it possible for librarians to obtain out-of-print
books and materials that are not conventionally published
because the audience is too small. Commercial vendors,
such as Replica Books and Ingram's Lightning Source, store
hlly marked-up digital text or scanned page images and
use recently developed high-speed laser printers to produce bomd books, on demand, one at a time.
E-text has also been available for years on CD-ROM and
diskette, media that enhance the text with search and
multimedia capabilities that allow users to explore subjects in a way no? supported by printed books. However,
CD-ROM and diskette books have failed to flourish, primariiy because of initial high production costs and the
lack of a s a s s market for products other than reference
works and games. Some libraries have added CD e-books
to their collections and circuiate them as they do audio
CDs. Diskettes have not, however, found a secure niche

in library collections.
Walt Crawford, writing
in the September 2000
American Libraries, expects the diskette form
of e-book to fade away.
Two new web-based delivery mechanisms for e-text are
on the market, however, and are slowly finding their way
into libraries. Like the CD-ROMs and diskettes that preceded them, they add features to make the electronic form
more than a transcription. Unlike CD-ROMs and diskettes,
however, their e-text content is available twenty-four
hours a day, seven days a week. They fall into two categories: closed, dedicated device e-books, and open,
multipurpose device e-books.

e an e-book appliance that can be used only to read e-books. Furthermore, the content is locked to the e-book appliance to
which it is downloaded from the web. E-Books cannot be
transferred to another appliance from the same vendor,
or to the appliance of another vendor. Users cannot print
any portion of the text. A user who borrows a closed ebook from the library, rather thaa buying the e-book and
appliance, does not have any hour/any day access.
Gemstar-TV Guide International dominates the market
for closed, dedicated device e-Books since acquiring two
leading makers of e-Book reading devices, NuvoMedia
and SoftBook Press, in January 2000. Gemstar's REB1100
and REB1200, successors to NuvoMedia's Rocket and

february 28.31

Softbook Pmss' So-Wook, went on %e market in N o v e ~ b e r
20%. They are prodarced by the RCA m i t of Thomson Muitimedia under an agreemeat wi'lq Gemstar, and are snralier
and lighter than their predecessors. Gewstar e-Bcoks are
purchased from the dialup Gemstar e-Book catalog %at can
be stored in the memory of rhe REBl?CC and REB1200.
Barnes and Nobel and Powells ociire sires also seE ccntent
for the RCAIGemsBr devices. In addifica to rities f o r , a
raange cf publishers from Penguin P u ~ a m
to Preotice Hall,

and 30 image capabiiities, fea:ums that make the RFBT2E)O
especially suitabie for ~ a g a z j n eleading. Both readers
have the iiarzdorn Hcnse Websrer's Dictio~ary,nser-adjustabie Sacklighticg, and variable fcnt size. As of Jan~uary 2002, the HEBiiG.3 cost $299, :he REB12G.3 $599.

owners of RCA/Gemstar readers can download periodicals
such as The Ckriitiar, Science Monitsr. NED Ycrk Times on
tire Web, Highlights of the 7Wa11Street j'czrmal Online, T l e
WaskingtonPost, h7etvsweek.Erne, Fort7=rw,Business Week,
and Computgr5stTorid.E-Book contect is downloaded by connecting the REB119C or REB'1200 to a phone Ene. Owners of
the RE31100 also have the option of downloadicg e-Book
content first %aa PC, and then to the madec PCs are not
required for downloading to eitiler device, however. Downloading occurs at a rate of fifty to one-hundred pages pe.
minuteJ depending on graphic contect.

read c c comp;_rtersof all types, froE ciesktop to handheld, kckding personal digital assislanrs (PDAs). The
tern "reader" is applied :o opec 2-book sofirware, as it 1s
to the dedicated appliances used to read dosed e-books.

The WEBllOO and REBIZGO display text and related images on medium-resolutior, screens. Printed books have
a resolution of 1203 dots per inch {dpij, although computer screens with resolution above 300 dp; are considered as readable as a p e r . The REBllO0 has a resoiurion
of 107 dpi, and the REBIZ00 a msolntion of -78 dpi. The
REBllOO ha s a black and white, 5.5" diagonal screen,
and the REBIZ03 a cob, 8.2" diagonal screen. REBllOO
is about the size of a 300-page paperhck book and weighs
about as much as two ~ e d i u m
apples. RE31200 is about
the size of a 390-page hardcover book and weighs about
as much as four medium appies. Both have rechargeable
batteries. The RE31130 battery supports continuous use
for t m c t y to forty honrs, depending upon the use of backlighting, whereas the REBlZQCcan be used conainuons!y
only for five to ten hours, depending on Sacklighticg use.
The WEB1100 has a 33.6Mbps node=, whereas the
REBlZCC has a 56Kbps mode^. acd an Ethernet cocnection that makes possible iocai area network (LAN), cable
modem, and digital subscriber line [DSL) connectiom.
Both readers have 8MS of memory, and additional
memory can be purchased for both. The 81MB of REBI1G.G
memory, however: stores up to 8,000 pages, whereas the
same aaonnt of memory in the XEE12CG s t e r a only 5,OG.C
pages. Sowe of the REB1200 memory supports its c3hr

O ~ e nX~Ztipurpse
,
Dez4ce e=3003s
The vendors of open, mu1r;pnrpose device e-books produce software rather than appifamas. Open e-books are

Some vendors, sac2 as aetLiSrzr~:bdlver ccntent soleigr
via the web. Ado&, en :he other hand. deiivers e-books
via the web and as Acrobat files on CD-ROM. Microsoft,
which is poised to enter the open e-bock ~ a r k e t wfE
,
deliver content as Reader Iiles on CD-ROM and throzgh
the we5, Includizg the Sarnes B Noble site, Users of 2books delivered vis. the web hzve access to content twentyfczrr sours a day, seven days 2 week, whether or not they
are using a library as a c intermediary.
Some publishers of scientific materia! in e-3ooks have
found that clear presentation of formulas require display
improvements. Microsoft has incorporated a Ciear Type
Font in its soon to be reieased Microsefr Reader, which it
ciabms will dramatically increase t:?e display capabiijly
of PCs with liquid crystai display {LCD) screens. The use
of the Clear T-e Fonr s h o ~ i dalso reduce eyestrain,
Micr~soft,Giassbook, EiSrius and other vendors of open
e-bocks, In cooperatien with the National Institnte of Standards a r d Techcoiogj~supper? t3e developrrxnt of standards that enable contect to be accessed on various piatforms and devices. A standarci. f o r r a t for displaying ebooks, the Open eBook Publication SQxcture,-was reieased
in 19-79.I uses a combination of Hypertext Markup Zangr;age JSTML) and extensible Markup Language {XML]
that aliows :ublishers ro provide their content without
having to reioraat it for each reading system.

Glassbook has developed the Glassbook Library Server, a
web-based system for libraries :hat want to lend 2-hoks
to pEtrons. The Z-b3ok Coiiec^:ionManager?a camponeni

of the Glassbook Library Server, facilitates purchase of ebooks with accoxnpanying bibliographic information. The
E-book Circulation Manager component verifies the authenticity of the patron's Glassbook Reader software and
downloads an encrypted copy of the e-book. The e-book
"disappears" from the patron's device automatically at the
end of the loan pesod because of a voucher the Circulation Manager component delivers to the device at the time
of ban. No overdue notices, no fines, no missing books!
NetLijrary has also pursued the library market. Acaciemic
libraries fom the core of its clientele, although it has more
than 70 public library customers, including the New Yorlc
Public Library, and several corporate customers, including
Sun Plficrosystems and Disney. It has acquired the distribution rights ro trade, reference, academic, and scholarPy
books from about 250 publishers, including Oxford Universky Press, John Wiley, and many academic presses.
NetLibrary has signed agreements that permit it to include
in its collection a comprehensive line of computer titles
from O'ReieiZly, S a m , Macmillan, and McGraw-Hill, and the
complete set of Cliffs Notes. As its client base has grown to
include public libraries, it has added popular ritles like the
Compiek idiots Gaides to its collection. The netLibrary
collection currently numbers over 32,000 titles .
XetLibrasy allows libraries ro purchase sets of books on
behalf of their patrons. Libraries are thus able to offer more
resources to patrons for the cost of the materials only, without the cost of additional shelf space and materials processing. Patrons register at the netlibrary site, where they
have access to the copyrighted material purchased by their
library and a collection of about 3,000 public domain ebooks. Each e-book can be read by only one person at a
dime from that library, unless the library purchases access
to additional "copies': The user "borrows" the e-book for a
defined period established by the library. At the end of the
period, the e-book automatimIly disappears from the user's
co,?lputer. 3sers may copy selected pages. However, a user
who attempts to print out an entire book will receive a
copyright infringement warning, and the system will cut
the user off aker about three warnings.

,Rat?tLiSrary Links go Other Library ifendox's
In a move that will make e-books more attractive to libraries, netLibrary has recently reached agreements wit'n several established library vendors. NetLibrary has placed copies of its titles with the Online Computer Library Center
(OCLC) to hold in escrow against the possibility of bankruptcy or other calamities. To enrich its offerings, it will
access the table of contents in Blackweli Book Services'
databass to make chapters of books available. It has formed
a partnership with EBSCO for the integration of e-books
into ?he large amount of digital content EBSCO provides.
EESCO will concentrate distribution of the e-books in pubIic, junier, and community college libraries. XetLibrasy has

also reached an agreement with Innovative Interfaces,
which will enhance its acquisitions interface and Innopac
and Millennium online catalogs to support netlibrary's ebooks. The acquisitions interface will notify a library about
new netlibrary e-books as they become available, and facilitate payment for and tracking of e-hooks the library
selects. The online catalogs will have enhanced record displays to implement links to e-bock content on netlibrary's
site. At some future date, library patrons might be able to
use their existing library account on the Innovative InrerBces system to check out e-books without having to create a separate account in netLibrary's system.
NetLibrary has also recently acquired peanurpress.com,
which specializes in providing reformatted trade publisher
titles for Palm operating system devices and Windows
CE and Pocket PC devices. NetLibrary and peanutpress
plan to integrate their holdings and give patrocs of iibraries with e-book collections the option of downloading titles to their hand-held devices. Libraries will be able
to serve patrons who want to read e-books on a handheld device, without the headache of lending hardware.

Open e-books in Arlington Pztb7r'c %a'brearr'es
The Arlington County Public Library {ACPL),Arlington,
VA, participated in a cetLibrary pilot program that ended
in December 2000. The pilot program was offered by
netLibrary as part of its campaign to extend the reach of
its product to public libraries, and was welcomed hy the

ACPL, according to Mailreen Mari, ACPL materials management division chief, as an opportunity to expand the
resources the library could make available to its users.
During the pilot, AWL patrocs had access to over 15.35
non-fiction netlibrary titles, cbosen by neitibrary. that
included computer titles, medical and government information sources, and travel books. Karl reported that computer and medical titles were borrowed n o s t o ~ e nSev.
eral Cliffs Motes titles were also borrowed.

During the pilot, ritles circulared for twenty-four hours.
However, netLibrary enables libraries to cusiomize their
lending categories. For example, reference books might
circulate for twenty-four hours, computer ~itlesfor three
days, and travel books for two weeks.
The AWL alerted its patrons io the netLibra-T collection
through its Web page and by including neiLibrary titles
in the library's online public access catalog [O?AC): where
a sub-field in the machine-readable cataloging (MARC)
record identified the titie as an e-Book. Patroas also
learned about the e-Book pilo: through al-ticles in the
Washington Post, the ArKizgtorz JonrnoL, and in the Friends
of the ACPL newsletter.
One of the issues Kad addressed during the pilot prog r a a was whether in-library readers of net-library eBooks would tie up terminals and inadvertently biock
patrons who need to use the terminals to consult the
library's O M , The library faces this issue with ali of the
Web-based services it offers. It handfed this concern by
labeling some terminals as "shod-term use only", to reserve them for BPAC searching. To obviate the need for
policing, it also "locked down" the browser software on
those terminals so that parrons cock3 not use the BPAC
as a springboard t~ other sites on the Web.
Some of the library's periodical indexes and basic reference
sauces are Web-based. Beause they contain indxdded links
to other sites, they canno; be "lacked dawn" the m7ay the
catalog c x , and therefore cannot be included on G2e ieminals reserved for OPAC searching. The library staff considers these Web-based tools part of basic li'srary sexice that
should be readily available to patrons. it is co~cernedthat
patrons needing access to Liese tools will fiad themselves
competing with patrons -who use reminds for long periods

to mad e-Books. The library's response to this projlem has
been to increase h e number of terminals.
Is the Arlington Comty Public LiSrary c o ~ m i t t e dto eBooks! "DefiniteIy," is Karl's responsz She cotes rhat an
agreenent berween Eigital Owl and Baker & Taylor to
mar&: e-Books wiii make e-Book acqaisition easier. She
sees merit in e-Book training mazuais on portable devices. She is also intrigued by the idea of creating cus-

tomized travel books, an application that travel pubiishers F r o ~ m e rand Lonely Planet see in the future. She
report s that the library is "finalizing a consorkl parchase of netlibrary titles togefher with Fairfax, Loudonn
and Prince William Counties, IJA, %at will provide an indepth collection of coEputer, techndogy and business
books for use by our cornbind populations. In addition,
-we are purckasing a popular ?ities collectioz of our own,
and plan for both to be available 5y January 200; ." Wili
the library offer dedicated device e-Books? Karl is weighing the large commitment of resources dedicared device
e-Books require against :he anticipated return in use.
NetLibrary's recent acquisition of peanntpmss should affect any decisioc to offer dedicated device e-Books.

lllinois, is one of severzi
libraries that has chosen 6 3 offer dedicated device e-books
to its patrons. R o b e ~ aBurk, in ?he .April 15, 2050, Library
Jclumd, reports "?at Cie I i b m j circulates seven Xocket Readers. It chose f&e less eqensive Rocket, rather t h m SoftBook,
because it was tbe way "to get +hemost for our money':
The library owns fifty-e:ght RocketEditions, which ~tpurchaser: from Barnes & Noble online. Several h o x s after
charging its purchase with a credit card. it received an email message wi?k the unifom resource locator ( U E ) f r c z
which to downioad :he e-books. Each of the seven readers
requires a s e ~ a m t e-rxii
e
account. The library dowsloaded
the texts to the office personal computer (PC) hard drlve,
using RocketLib~ariansoftware. The e-books can also be
dow~ioadedto a Macintosh. The RocketEditions remain
on the PC's hard ddde, brzt are encrypted and cannot be
read until transfe~edto the Rocket Xeader. If a reader is
lost or titles accidentailg deleted, :he hties purchased for
that, reader can be trznsr'er~edto anr~rherreader wkhout

additional charge. Under nor,zai circunstances, however,
e-books cannot be transferred from reader to reader.
The library pians to use the RocketLibrarian software to
convert the ASCIJ text of public doaain Project Gutenberg
titles to the HTML required by Rocket Reader and eventually offer more than 100 titles per reader. It, has assigned
titles by genre to the readers, so that one Rocket Reader
has science fiction riries, a second nnystery, and a :bird

nuxber is the xader nuizlber assigned by the iibrary an._d
.
ethe four-digit ID ncmbsr assigned by G e ~ s t e r Eac:?
book title is cataloged as "software.' in the format field,
and its call number is the Rocket Reader nnzriser to :which
it is assigned.
Ac alternative to fully cataloging each e-book is to include the e-book titles encrpted to a reader in h e contents note of the Mbliographic record for that reader. T5e

adventure. A fourth reader has titles in the Stephanie Plux
series, and a fifth the Star Eek: Deep Spire Nine series.
This is a boon for fans of these books, who can rarely
find all the titles in the series on the shelf at one time.
Two Kocket Readers contain nonfiction.

problerr: with this appmaci3 is that if a library purchases
enough titles to exceed the capacity of :he reader; what is
loaded on the reader at any one time wi17 not ~ x a t c sthe
bibliographic record.

The Chicago P..iblic Library groilps e-books by the following genres for p,ine of its Rocket Readers: fiction,
.mystery, science fiction, romance, biography, non-fiction,
adventure, and classics. A tenth reader is devoted to the
titles of Mary figgins Clark. Another possibie arrangement is to group e-books with a similar theme on z reader,
guiding patrons fro= a chosen tixle to simiiar titles they
might equaily enjoy. For the savings in shelf space and
processing charges, Rscket Readers might be the best place
far titles of ephemeral valve by popular authors.

Some libraries ask patrons to complete a reservation !om
on which 5des for each e-book are listed. Faaatrons are able
to request ersonaiiaed content and me-size when piacing
their rese~ation.Rocket Readers cone with a cumber of
accessories: stylus, AC power adapterfiattery charger, cradle,
screen cleaning clo~l?~
leather case, and insmction sheet.
The Mgonquin &ea Tublic Lib;raq- circnhtes everythisg in
a zip drive carrying e s e . A carrxra carrying case or a library- tote k g wouid he altenxtives. The 1i'~raryrreports
that the Rocker Readers, ~wklchit lends for
weeks with
no renewals, have Seen in constant circuiation with long
waiting lists. Patroc msponse has been o v e ~ z h e l ~ i n g l y
posilive, with poxability arid SacMighting being &e characteristics of e-books most zppreciated by pakons.

ng the e-book titles by genre is that
:Je ataioged as an
the collection on each Xocket Reader
anthology. Readers with fiction titles could be assigned the
tali number "www.fiction". This C A I cumber was created
by the cataloging staff of the Baltinore County Pubiic Library, in Maryiand, which was the first to coctr;,brrte cataloging to OCLC for Stephen :King's Ridizg the Bullet.
The Algonquin Area Public Library cataloged each readel;
ar,d fully catalogs each e-book. A search by titie or a-cthcr tells the patron whether the library owns an e-book
version of the t i W 'Jsing '-ebook" in a title keyword search
pulls up a complete list of e-bock titles and readers owced
by the library. Searchrng by "ebcok reader" leads parrons
to the fid1 record for each Rocket Reader, w h c h i n c l ~ d e s
ail the titles encrypted to the reader. Parrons place holds
cn readers, rather than rirles. Each Rocker Reader is cataloged as "equipment" in the format field. and frs cataiog

information outloak

er, or sizffer the
fate of e-books on diskettes? Bnsiness giants Barnes &
NoSle, Germtar Inrernationai, a d Microsoft have decided
that e-books are wofih the investment. Some voices counsel caution, however. John Feldeccz~p,co-founder and
chief execntive of online publiskr Xlibds, said in ti?e Gctober 2, 2836, VJXL Street Joiciumrrl, "Do e-books ultimately
wis? Yes, absolutely~Do they win this year or next year?
No. This isn't ever, slightly cooked yet," Li:srarians wcruld
be weli advised to stay ciicked-in ro rhe following web
sites for currect, library-oriented e-5ook iciorma:foc:
h+.ti,.//www.ebooknet.com
~

hl:~://ebookconne~tions~co~~
ht:p://www-.eiibrarybook.coill
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Excerpted with permfssssion ~f!%6rc?wtiiii iiyerson, from Canadia:: C o o y i o X Law, 3:< editicn,
02001 Lesley-Ellen Harris.

of Science and useful arts, by securing for Limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Wight to their
respective Writings and Discoveries.
-United States Constitution, Article I , Section 8

.

.

cipies of the Canadian
and American copyright
laws, and perhaps copyright laws around the
world, a x basically the same; that is, to provide creators
with adequate protection in their creations and provide
users with reasonable access to these creations. Notwithstanding this fact, there remain many differences in the
philosophies behind, and practical effects of, the Canadian and, American copyright laws.
If your work is being used in the United States, this chapter is pertinent since you are protected in the United States
under the American copyright law. Even where your work
is not being csed in the United States, the American Copyright Office may be of some assistance with respect to
registeriag and depositing your works and searching for
owners of copyright materials.

types of works a r d grant similar rights to creators, t h o ~ g h
the teminology used in the respective legislations may
differ. For example, works explicitly protected under the
AEerican copyright legislation include the following:
literary works
musical works [including any accompanying wards)
dramatic works (including any accompanying music)
panromimes and choreographic works
pictorial, graphic and sculptural works
motion pictures and other audio-visuai works
sound recordings

Exclusive rights granted to copyright holders under the
American Copyright Act include the following:

to reproduce a copyright work in copies or
phonorecords
to prepare derivative
works based upon the
copyright work
to distribute copies
or phonorecords of the
work to the public by sale or other transfer of ownership, or by rental, lease or lending
0 to publicly perform literary, musical, dramatic, and
choreographic works, pantomimes, and motion pictures
and other audio-visual works
to publicly display literary, musical, dramatic, and choreographic works, pantomimes, and pictorial, graphic,
or sculptural works, including the individual images
of a motion picture or other audio-visual work
to perform a sound recording by digital audio transmission
In addition, copyright holders xnay authorize others to
use any of the rights listed above.

There are wider allowances for the free use of copyright
materials under the American law than under Canadian
law. This is true for uses subject to fair use, as well as for
the provisions specifically for user groups like teachers,
librarians and archivists. For example, fair use in the
United States, unlike the fair dealing provision in Canada,
allows for the making of multiple copies for classroorr,
use under certain limited circumstances.
You should not assume that an act constituting a copyright violation under Canadian law is a violation in the
United States. Always keep in mind that when a work is
being used in the United States, it is subject to the fair
use provision and the exceptions set out in the American
Copyright Act. Likewise, when American material is used
in Canada, it is subject to the fair dealing provision and
the exceptions set out in the Canadian Copyright Act.

Undl October, 195.8, the general clcration of copyright
protection in the United States was life-plus-fifty. On Or,tober 27, 1598, President Ciinton signed into iaw the
Sonny Eono Copyright Term Xxtension Act, which immediately ex~endedthe term of copyright an additional
twenty years, making the Term for a c s t works the iffe
of the author plus 70 years. Therefore, under current
Arnerican copyright law, works created on or after Janu-

ary 1, 7,978, enjoy the general term of co~yrightprotection of life-pius-seventy Copyright expires at the end of
the calecdar on the seventieth year, i.e., December 31 of
that year. As such, Cacadian works are prctected in the
U3iteC States for life-pius-seventy years whereas American works are protected in Cacada for life-plus-fifty
(since you apply the copyright law where the work is
being used].
The duration of protection for works created, b u not
published or registered, before January 1, 1978 is Iifepks-seventy, but the duration cever expires before December 31,2002. If the work is prrblished before December 31, 2.302, the duration will not ex2ire before Dece~:ber 31, 2947,
The duration for pre-1978 works that are in their originai
or relrewal term of copyright is ninety-five years fron the
date the copyright was originally secured.

Like the Canadian law, there are specific provisions in
the Amerrcan law for the duration of copyrigl-lr in specific circumstances. For example, where rhere is a 'wcrk
made for hire", tha? is, a work was prepared by an e m
ployee within the scope of his or her employment, or
where a certain work is speciafiy ordered or c o ~ m M o n e d
for use in particular works (for example, a contribution
to a motion picture or other aardlo-vis-~al
work;, the tern
of copyright protection is ninety-five years fro= the date
of publication or one hundred and menty years frorr, the
date of creation oS the work, or whichever exprres fist.
Fnrther?where there is an anonymous or pseudonymous
work, the duration of copyright is ninety-five years from
iK m P pcblica:ion or one hucdred and twenty years from
creation, whichever is shorter. This is provided the
authcr's identity is not revealed in the American Copyright Office records.
'

in the United States wiren the work Is created and in sonx
fixed form. At one time, such things as pubiication; registration and using proper copyright notices were necessary far protection in the United States. For works firs:
published on or after March I, 1989, registration ar inclusion cf any form of copyright notice is not required to
presewe the life-plus-seventy protection. Before March

1, '1989, rhe use of the copyright nctice was necessary on
ail published works and omitting it could result in loss of
copyrigtn:protection. Kowever, there are corrective steps
"at may be followed to ensure thar copyright was not
lost for this reason.

Desprfe the absence of farmal requ;renents in the current iaw far registeri~gcertain works, the law provides
n m y incentives for doing so, even for non-American
origicated creations, For tnsrance, regisxeling before or
within five years of fjrst publication provides prima facze
evxdence of copyright validity and of the imth 04 the statements contained in the registration cenificate. Also, registering published works before or withkn three xionths
of publication, or before infringement, permits successful plaintiffs in inlnngemenl snits to seek special siatrrtory dzxages and lawyers' fees in virruaIiy ali cases (0therwise, only an order of actual damages and profirs is
availajk to %hecoyyrighr owmr of a pubiished work:.
Furtherxore, registrar!on estabiishes a public record cf
the copyright claim. Thus, an infringer canno: ciaixn that
he or ske had no way of knowing a copyrzght existed and
therefore cannot claim to be an innocent infringer ba seek
a reduction in danages payable to the copyright owner.
Registration n a y be a a d e at any rime. Borh pdSished
and unpublished works may be registered.
For copyrighr owcers cf works of American origic, registering a work may 3e necessary in order to Side an infringemat suit in an Americas ccnrt. As a general d e ,
onder Anxrican law, the pmlitigation registra24on does
not apply to foreign [i.e., non-American) authors inciuding persons or companies who initially acquired copyright protection under the Canadian Copyright Act, and
5y virtue of tke intematienal copyrzght convextions, acqclred copyright protection in :he Wnited States (unless

publication occurred simultaneously in the Canada and
the United States). You should check into the details of
this if you think your work may be of American origin. If
you do register in the United States, you might want to
take advantage of other American Copyright Office benefits, for izsrance, voluntary recording of transfers of copyright ownership.

If you are working in the United States or for an American individual or coapany, be aware that the United Slates
has different laws and industry standards than Canada
for works created in the course of employment as well as
for commissioned works. Also, in certain industries in
the United States, yon may automatically be asked to assign, as oppose to license, your copyrights as a precondition of employment. For instance, American movie and
televisiori producers may require an assignment of the
pnbiishing rights to a musical score. Similarly, if you write
a spec script for a film, you will initially own the copyright in the script, however, if you sell the script to an
Americao production company or studio, they will rew i r e an assignment of the copyright. Even if the assignment of rights is not obvious, be on guard for American
contracts :hat automatically vest copyright ownership in
the pacy speciaily ordering or commissioning certain
types of works, such as collections arrd audio-visual
works, including motion pictures and certain computer
software. Also, keep in mind that contractrral arrangements can override the statutory law and you may be
able to negotiate better terms in a contract than those
initially cffered to you.
In the Gnited States, copyright generally belongs to the
author. However, in employment or what is referred to as
"'work made for hire" situations, the employer or other
person for whom the work was prepared is considered
the author and owner of the copyright. This is true unless the parties have expressly agreed otherwise in writing. Recall that in Canada, even in employment skuatiocs, the original creator of the work rermins the author
of the work for copyright purposes notwithstanding the
fact that the employer is the owner of the copyright. This
has impcrtant consequences for such things as moral
rights protection.
Examples of works made for hire include a video game
created by a staff game creator for Video Game Corporation, a newspaper article written by a staff journalist for
publication in The L A . Times, and a musical arrangement
written for ZZZ Mssic Company by a salaried staff arranger.
It also includes a script commissioned for a fiim or CDR8M even where no salaried employment relationship
exists, if rhe scriptwriter and film/CD-ROM producer sign
an agreement to the effect that it is a work made for hire.

tection under A ~ e r i c a nfederal and state
laws is not the same as morai rights protection under the
Canadian Copyright Act. The explicit moral rights protection that exists in the American C ~ p y r i g hAct
t (through
an amendment made to it by the 'Jisual Artists Rights Act
of 1990) is for one group of creators - visual artists, or
more accurately, those who create "works of visual a&"
The law gives certain visual artists the right to claim authorship in their work, and to prevent the use of their
name in association with a work. In addition, the law
grants artists the right to prevent the intentional distortion, mutilation or other objectionable modification of
certain works of "recognized stature." Artists who qualify
for federal moral rights protection can also prevent any
destruction of certain works. Some states such as New
York and California also have morai rights protection for
visual artists.
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signed into law
the Digital Millennium Copyrigkt Act of 1998 (BMCA)
to update the American Copyright Act. Among other
things, the DMCA helps copyright owners protect their
digital content through its anticircumvention and copyright management information provisions. At the current time, there are no similar provisions in the Canadian Copyright Act, however this new American legisiation may serve as an example in Canada and around :he
world as we begin to determine how copyright law applies in the digital wcrld.
Regarding anticircumvention, ?he DMCA protects
against the tampering of copyright protection technologies and rights management systems. The DMCA prohibits unauthorized circumvention of technological
measures controlling access to or restricting use of a
copyright protected work, as well as certain devices
and services used for such unauthorized circumvention. The types of technological measures protected
include passwords, serial numbers and encryption that
copyright owners use to control or restrict access to
their works. For example, the law might be infringed
by using a bootleg password to gain unauthorized access to a sound recording or video clip.
In addition, the DMCA prohibits deliberate tampering with
copyright management information, including knowingly
providing false copyright management information, or
distributing false copyright management information,
"with the intent to induce, enable, facilitate or conceal
infringement." Copyright management information includes the title of a work, the name of its author and the
copyright owner, other identifying information, and terms
and conditions for use of the work, provided they are
"conveyed in connection with" copies, phonorecords,
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performances or dispiays of the wozk. It also prokibits
intentionally removing or alrering copyright manageaent
information, or kcowingly distributi~gor pxbiiciy performing works from which the copyright managemen:
informatior, has k e n removed cr altered.
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S r t h e r , the DMCA provides a limitation on the potexr_tial liability of Internet service provi&rs (ISPs) fcr certain copyright infringements by thair csstonlers and
others je.g., employees and agents:. Under specified
circumstances, ISPs with infringing copyright materfaTs on their systems will not be liable for =ccetary
relief such as "damages, costs, attorneys' fees, and a r y
other form of monetary payment," or fcr certain ir_junctions or other equitable relief for infringement of
copyright.
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tion on many aspects of its law. The best place to begin
your search would be in the office's web site. Coctact
informatior is:

*
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Copyright Office
W i l i c a t i ~ n sSection, L-M-455
Library of Congress
-Washington, D,C. 2.3559-60GG U.S.A.
T: 1-202-707-3000 [inforzation speriaiists are on duty
S:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M., Eastern Time, Monday - Friday:
Forms hctlice (24 hours; T: 1-202-707-9100
i;. 1-2C2-7C7-6859 [i~dicateperson or section:
Fax-on-demand: 1-202-707-3060
5: copyinfo@loc.gcv
W: wwww.loc.gav/c~pyright

oidew who are psetecteS; under the Canadiar
Copyright Act are protected when their creations am used
in the United Slates and snch protection is governed by
the rights and remedies set out in the American C~pjj@$ii
Act. Alrhough there are many siniiarities with respect to
the copyright laws in the two couctries, there are differences with respect to the registraticn systen, maintaining
and enforcing copyright pmtecticn a d exceptions from
t i e iaw, all ai which should be takes into account w h e ~
Q
ewloi'ling copyright wcrks in :he Urited States.
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Contact SSLJsSbateg~cLearrling
a d Development Center at 1-202-939-3679
or send e-mail eo leaming@sla.o~g

ing Information Intangibles:
Measuril-ig the Bottom Line Contribution of Librarians and Information Professionals

by Frank H,Portugal, Ph. D
A determination sf the bottom line value of libraries and

information centers has proven d~fficultbecause of the intangible nature of the value and the use of archaic accounting
systems that for the most part focus on tangible or physical
assets rather than intangible ones. The problem is that the
intangible vdue of libraries and information centers may be
orders of magnitude greater than their tangible vdue. To
overcome some of these measurement difficulties this
workbork presents four ddferent approaches to the intangible
valuation of information resources.
Conplete the form below ad return to Specid Iibraries Association,
Book Order Depr., 1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009, or by fax at 1-202-234-2442.
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provide. No longer housing all the
materials on their own internal system, libraries are beginning to provide access for their patrons to materials located at the publishers
websites or through a third party
provider or clearinghouse. It is this
publisher and third party access that
causes some concerns for libraries.

In February 1999, the main branch
of Richmond, British Columbia's
public library, began to loan four
SoftBook readers. Pre-loaded with a
mix of thirteen fiction and non-fiction titles, there was a fifty-person
waiting list to try them out within
three months. Not exactly what the
liSrarians had expected!
As other public libraries in Canada
and the United States begin to venture into the e-book lending arena,
the issues surrounding access, privacy?copyright and fair use will become nwre and =ore important.
# Sa new
Digital rights management !
phrase that is being used during discussions about licensing and access
to the electronic world of publishing. Both libraries and publishers
have serious concerns about these
issues. It is important to discuss
how electronic book providers are
allowing access to materials and libraries are trying to balance the interests of the users and the publishers. This is an area of interest that
will grow as more and more libraries begin to invest in the electronic
book and begin to realize what effect it has on their collection development policies, budget considera~ions,service ariexntation, and patron access concerns.
Use of the electronic resources for
.,
imraries
is nothing new. Patrons
have had access to a variety of pub!ications on GD-Ron? as well as both
commerciai and free databases for
years. Gbm-ies purchased individuai
copies to run on stand alone ma7

chines in the library then expanded
to provide access through library
networks. Academic libraries have
been particularly active in recent
years in expandicg their electronics
resources to patrons via the Internet.
Students rarely have to leave their
dorm room to get access to any number of reference sources, full text
journal articles, searchable databases
and even full text monographs or
treatises.
While reference books have been the
preferred type of publications for
online access, there is a growing realization that full text works, in
which a user may be interested in
only a small.portion of the work are
also becoming popular. If someone
needs a copy of what they are reading or wants to include a paragraph
or two in the paper they are writing,
they simply print, download or cut
and paste.

When discussing electronic books
and access to these publications, the
phrase that is beginning to become
important is "copyright management." In June 2000, the Copyright
Clearance Center announced that it
had developed an "end to end. iicensing and reprint solution that enables
publishers and other content providers to offer their copyrighted material online, delivering instant permissions and the content itself directly
to customers."'
Copyright protection through digital
rights management includes products and services that allow information to be offered to customers in
a secure fashion allowing the use of
coinputers to facilitate the easy use,
processing and redistribution of information.

Missing from most electronic book
collections have been the literary or
humanities publications. Scientific
or fact oriented publications have
lent themselves more readily as the
next step from searching a citation
index or bibliography to searching a
treatise. Further, information that
changes rapidly can be kept more
current in an electronic version. Students can buy books for class on a
CD and then update them through
their web access.

Publishers are interested in protecting their copyright interests in the
publications they are offering electronically. Of particuiar interest are
expanding licenses to cover not only
onsite users but those accessing the
work via the web. E-book checkout
can be done via a reader borrowed
from a local library or by connecting to a provider, using one's library
code and downloading materials to
which the library subscribes. When
this material js downloaded, the provider can grant rights that have a
specified duraiion, contain copyright
controls and report back to the publisher information about the usage.

As more titles have become available; libraries have also begun to
change the source of the access they

Often third party sites work out
package deals for access to their
products. One of the earliest e-book

providers, netlibrary, is a good example of how this model works. Ebooks am treated Eke paper books.
A library "purchases" the book for
the same price as a paper copy with
use restricted to one user at a time.
Along with Lhe purchase price, there
is also an access fee charged-either a fixed percentage based on the
cost of the books purchased or a
sliding scale over a period of years.
The access fees reward netLibrary
for maintaining the books so the iibrary does not have to keep them
on the library network. Patrons
learn sf the books availability
through a search of the iijrary's
catalog and can browse it for a short
time before checking it out. The
checkout period is set by the library.
There is a restriction on copying
more than a few pages at a time and
digital watermarks are embedded in
the material to track it if it is pirated and posted on the Internet,
A drawback to this particular modei
is that if the library discontinues its
access, it loses all rights to the books
it purchased. 33 ger around this prcblem, some libraries will buy one
paper copy of a publicaticn with
electronic access to multiple ccpf es
for a specific period of tiae. This
anows them still to have &e resoiirce
in their collection even if the library
discontinues electronic access,

how often users access material,
and generate profiles based on the
.mrormation collected. Individuals
who contact e-pubiishers directly
are certainly n o r e at risk than
those using marerials through library access. But even the library
access can provide publishers with
vast axounts of i n f o r ~ a t i o nabout
library patrons; inforxation rhat
never existed from use of the print
version of their product.
~

Tke Copyright Clearance Center
program developed for electronic
mmitoring for copyright protection
appears to provide much more specific usage information than the
current system for nonitoring copies made on photocopy machines.
How this information is used w l i
be of inrerest to libraries and inslitutions that sign on ro the prsgrall;,
This collision between user's rights
to "read anonpous!y" as opposed
to a publisher's interest in Iearning as m x h as &ex/ can about users of the books they publish
should cause libraries to look
cicseiy at the agreements they sign
with e-book sendors. Any restrictions on the use of the copyrighted
=aterials or any indication that the
inforaation collected on users n a y
go beyond the vendor should be
scrutinized and negotiated where
possible. Ualike individual buyers
of e-books, libraries as ass purchasers do have soEe clout in deciding what they will accept in the
access contracts.

Companies such as ne%lirary and
Questia, as well as e-book publishers have a s their main concern
profit from the creation of electronic resources that can be made Wr3e privacy gid cop;gight concerns
available directly to individnals or are primary for librafies developing
through libraries. Particularly e-book coilections, other issues inwhen offering resources to indi- cirrde quality of access and access
viduals, copyright management denial. If patrons am going to use the
becomes a concern. However, the =ateriais throiigh the web, concerns
software currently being developed over incompatible hardware may
does more than just protect copy- arise. When all resources were acright. The software not only pre- cessed through the libraries comptitvelits u n a ~ t h o r i z e dcopying but ers, q ~ a l i t ywas assured. how saxe
also is capable of counting a -\;.~Jide patrons =ixy not be 2Wie to have cornrange of operations. Vendors can purer access at home so they wriil lose
track what is read, what is printed, out on glae new resoarces their library

doliars are buying. For libraries rhat
buy the e-bock readers, cost is a
main factor as weli as concens far
how the readers stand np to patron
use. There is a difference in Iexing
soneone take h o n e 3 $30 book
which gets dropped into a puddle
versus a $200 t e-book reader.
Acadenic librarians, who 5ave
been providing expanded eiectronic resaxces for a n;lm-ber of
years now, also gxpress coacerns
about the narrow view of the Ei-.
brary resources rhat m i m e patrons
may receive. Sot all the good resources on a topic are electronically
available. By enconraging expanded use of the electronic coElection, there are fears mat whale
gsonps of users will never be exposed to the vast amount of nonelectronic materiais. The loss of Interaction with iibrary staff who can
recommend Raterials is also a
problem. Orline users also lose the
serendipity that 4s characteristic of
browsing a book or a Iibrary shelf
w r s a s doing a search online and
finding only v d x t was requested.
Libraries and iibrarians need :a increase their efforts to keep in toncil,
with both the print and electroric
users to make sure all the resources
avaiiabie are Itnown.
As mcre prrbi%ralionsz e =a& availa51e electronicaly and e-book reader
technology improves, it wii8 be interesring to watch the miationships
between publishe~sor e-book providers m d iibra;rries,If ore k:&vid.dals begin to buy their own readers
and access the books themselves,
how will 'h4s effect library coliection
developnenti Will individuals reaiize the privacy they are sacrificing
when they buy or read and copy electronlcally and wiii they care? The
next few years wiIi definitely be iateresring as this new resource grows
and deveiops. Hopefully iibrar:es
will Se able to enjoy rhe advantages
and avoid as many of the disadvantages as possibie. (cos't., page 4g)
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are cordially invited to join Special Libraries

#ssociaiion President Donna Scheeder for SLA's

Sixth President's Reception at historic La Viliita,
Located on the riverwdk, You wii! be transported

south to enjoy an evening presenting both sides of

the border, a night
- destined to become a foi~d
memory of San h t o n i o . The strumming guitars of
zn authentic mariachi troupe and the boot-scootin'

beat c.f the Jody Jenlcins country and westem band

will tdxe you there. Pinatas, bright colors, rebozos,
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uct may be to build market share or
to provide a member service. As the
product matures, the objective may
change to utilize the product or service to attract new members.

Members often ask me about how the
prices for SLA's products and seraices
are detem~hed.As might 'be expected,
price is one of the most effective marketing tools an organization has to
promote z product or service. Price
conveys an image of the organization,
affects demand, azd can be a tool for
competitiveaxd target market segmentation. A carefully designed pricing
strategy enabies an organization to
respond to various business conditions
and opportunities.
How me %A products and services
priced? The staff uses a structured
pricing strategy for each of its products and services. The pricing strategy incovorates the notion that price
should be bas& on the value of the

product or service to t l e customer.
Pricing falls directly in line with the
association's overall goals as established by the Board of Directors, Finance Committee; and management.
If the price does not generate the desired or necessary bottom line, then
changes must be made or the product line discontinued.The bottom line
is quite often in the red which means
that the pricing strategy for other
products and services must aceommodate the "in red" activities.
The first step in selecting the proper
pricing strategy is to determine the
objectives(s) for the product or service. An individual product or service may have more than one objective and the objective(s) will most
likely change over time depending
on the product life cycle. For example, the objective of a new prod-

The next step is to choose the appropriate pricing strategy. Pricing
strategies generally take on three
forms: profit margin (a specific net
profit percenrage or profit maximization); sales oriented (a specific
dollar or unit sales growih, regardless of profit percentage or value);
or status quo (match the competition and not "rock the boat"). There
are also numerous pricing considerations in addition to the basic price
of the product or service: member
versus nonmember pricing, group
discounts, volume discounts, the
competition, and cost allocations.
The staff also considers the product
life cycle and the target market. There
are four stages of the product life cycle:
( I ) Introductory: due to the high cost
of research and development, initial
prkes are usually high. This is consistent with the consumer who is typically willing to spend more for something new and innovative. The opposite approach may be considered by
pricing the product at break-even or
at a loss to build market share; ( 2 )
Growth: the competition enters the
market and price is often dictated by
the competiiion; [33 Maturity: the
price is usually well established and
will remain constant; and (41 Decline:
the price is ser below market to get as
much of the product sold as possible.
The target market is the group of
members or customers that have a
demand for the product or service.
In defining the market, consideration
is given to w h actually
~
makes the
purchase decision, who will have an
influence on that decision, and who
will decide when and where to buy
the product or service {initially and
on a repeat basis, if applicable).
Once the pricing strategy is determined, staff examines the pricing

strategy wi*&in the foliowing parameters: (1) Does -he strategy define
means for achieving the objectives
set? (2) Is the strategy consistent xii&
the political environment within the
association? (3)Is the appraisal of the
competition open-minded and honest? (4) Have alternative strategies
been thoroughly examined?
Once the pricing strategy is validated,
staff utilizes pricing spreadsheets and
templates to assist in pre&c&g the
effects of changes in costs and sales
levels, One of &e keys to successFd
peeing is k ~ o w i n gwhat you want ro
do, accarrateiy e s h a d n g the costs tto
do it, and determining how it wiE be
paid for and how much revenxe it xGI
generate. By consistently revie-w:ng
results, interim pr;lchg adjustments
be more easily determined. The
st& inco~oratesboth direct 2nd. in&ect costs &to the priciTPg stwcture
of each product a d service to accurately reflect the %oZorn he'%f eack

The pricing strategy at §LA is based
on the corporate model and is a
critical component of the long-term
financial health of rhe assodation.
Accurately based prices assist in
providing cost-effective products,
services, and membersh%pdues, and
in providing superior service r s the
member base. The pricing strategy
fits into our long term financia:
goal: The association's ability to
,fulfill its srrcategic objectives and to
provide cutting-edge pogroms end
at agordabde
services to its me~.mbe~s
rates, while maintaining a sound
fiscal position.
A solid pricing strategy wiil:
Give &e association a stronger financial base wi+& wkich to continue providing quality products
and services.
Provide adequate resources to further develop and implement the
goals and objecrives of the Strategic Plan.
@

@

a

Suppon associarion units thrcugh
greater funding and services to
carry out their own visions far the
future +he unit alloments will
increase in direct proportton t s the
dues and fees increase;.
Allow for membership growth
whlle incurring a proportionately
smaller cost per merdm, or deficit, 13 recoup.
Insure a acsnsistent level of q.w.1ity service to Lie membership.

The association has der;clonszated its
commitmer,t 10 fiscal soundness by
fulfilling its srrategic objectives and
by taking a proactive stand on financial policy and prac?iees.
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Country town and arts center, or to
Fredericksburg (www.fredericksburgtexas.com1, a small historic town with
a wonderful selection of antique
shops, B a s , and natural attractions.
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Wvhenyou come to San Antonio for
the 2031 Annual Conference, make
room in your schedule for some
sightseeing and f m . Before you I e v e
your hotel, however, prepare yourself for a :ypical Texas summer day.
Use sunscreen and take the bottle
with you far reapplication. The Texas
sun can give you a burn at 9:30 A.M.
or 5:00
as easily as it does in the
middle of the day. Wear a hat. It will
keep you cooler and protect your
eyes from the sun's glare. And definitely take water since it is very easy
to dehydrate in our warm climate.
If you have a car when you are in
San Antonio, you can explore more
than just the center of the city and
the River Walk. For instance, there
are four eighteenth century Spanish
missions in the San Antonio Missions National Historical Park which
stretches nine miles along the San
Antonio River, Although they are
active parish churches today, each
iiiustrates a different concept of mission lze. If you have time for only
one, visit the San Jose y San Miguel
de Aguayo Mission, known as the
"Queen of Missions." The entire mission complex has been restored to
the way it looked in the days of the
coquist~rfores.Also on the historical tow would be the 3,300- acre Fort
Sam Houston, in use since 1845,
with its U.S. &57 Medical Museum.
You'll also enjoy the peacocks, deer,
and rabbits that freely roam the
quadrangle there.

Ready for some fun? On the edge of
town you will find Seaworld of
Texas, a cool respite on a hot June
day. It is the largest marine-life park
in the world with a variety of exciting water rides and shows. Or maybe
you would prefer Six Flags Fiesta
Texas. This 200-acre theme park has
enough rides and shows to keep anyone entertained, from roller coasters-the world's tallest and fastest
wooden roller coaster or "The Joker's
Revenge" which goes backward-to
water slides to trains.
Another cool escape is Natural
Bridge Caverns, about seventeen
miles northeast of town, but definitely worth the trip to see formations created by dripping water over
thousands of years. Wear some comfortable shoes for the guided tour
along paved walkways. Adjacent to
the caverns you can also visit the
Natural Bridge Wildlife Ranch,
which is a drive-through safari
where you can view sixty varieties
of exotic animals.
There are several quaint and charming Texas towns wirhin an hour's drive
of San Antonio. Heading west about
twenty miles from IH35 you will find
Castroville (www.castroviIle.com),
sometimes d e d " W e Alsace" and
best known for tts German Alsatian
roots. About forty miles northwest of
town on Texas 1G is Bandera
(m.banderatexas.com) ,known as
the Cowboy Capital of the World.
Boerne-pronounced
Bernie(www.ci.boerne.tx.as) is twenty
mlles northwest on IH10. It is replete with anticlue shops and history reaching back to the early days
of Texas. A more extended trip up
IHlC takes you to Kerrville
(www.kenvilietx.com), a scenic Hill

Due north of San Antonio or, US281
is Johnson City {www.johnsoncitytexasxom), location of LBJ's boyhood home. The Lyndon B. Johnson
Ranch, fifteen miles west, can be
toured only by taking a bus from the
nearby LBJ State Historical Park.
Going northeast along IH35 for thirty
miles you will find New Braunsfels
(www.newbraunsfe1s.com),another
German town, boasting the Hummel
Museum and Schlitterbahn, a fantastic water park with seventeen different waterslides, seven inner tube
chutes, and hot tubs. FUN! Fifteen
miles farther on IH35 is San Marcos
(www.sanmarcos.com) with a glassbottomed boat tour of Aquarena
Springs and two outlet malls. If you
have lots of time, continue thirty
miles up the road to Austin
(austin3GO.csm/acvb] where you
will find enmgh to keep you busy
for days.
Or maybe you want to go east on
IHlO to Sequin where you will find
"the world's largest pecan." If you
do decide to go, read 2 I x e Women
an award-winning novel by Janice
Woods Windle for some background
on life in Seguin.
If these do not provide you
with enough choices, the Texas
Travel Guide is online a t
(www.traveltex.com) . Texas is indeed a state sf unlimited opportunities. Y'all come!

For more information,
c o n t x t Carolyn Ernst
(carolyn.ernst@fiservicesinc.com)
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Chicago, IL
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March 7-10, 2001
Sease, Washiqgon
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RR Bowker
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Wornation Today
March 13-17, 200:
Waskilington, BC, USA
hQ://w~m.infotoday.m/
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Internet Librarian
Internationat 2001
Inforrnaticn Tcday
March 26-28, 2001
Laridon, England 3K
http://wva.intercftliiirar%a~.co~/
EBIG 2001
TFPL, Lx.
March 2601
&me, Ikiy
http://www.Lil.com/

conferences/SB1C/e5i~.kL~l

Isteanets 2031
Q ~ l i n Isc.
e
Ap?: 30-May 2 , 2601
Saxta Ciarz, CA
ilttp://
ww-w..int-asets2CCI.corn/

Special Libraries
Association
mw.sla.org

I.Unrivaled networking opportiinities, bringing you into contact witn colleagues
from sixty different countries, in countless fields of interest;

2.

Continuous learning, accessible in person and via distance learning, enabling
you t o develop and hone necessary professional and personal competencies;

.Career and Employment services designed t o keep you on the fast track t o

the top of your profession;

Access t o SLA's Information Resources Center, available 24 hours a day via
the Internet t o provide information relevant t o the management and operation
o f you- special library or informatior?center;

5.Receive a

subscription t o informotion Outlook@, SLA's monthly magazine,
featuring cutting-edge feature articles and the most up-to-date news o f the
information profession;
,Substantial savings on StA's renowned publications, geared toward enhancing
the information expert's professional knowledge;

l.in/ko's Who in Special Libraries, SLA's annual membership directory, now
avaiiak.de in print and electronic format, and connecting you t o other information
professionals with the turn of a page or a click o f your mouse;
,SLA's Annual Conference, bringing together thousands o f information
professionals and hundreds of vendors for five days of learning a ~ knowledge
d
sharing;

,Keep abreast o f current issues and hot topics affecting you and the rest of
the information profession;
,S W s dynamic Public Communications department, educating the public
regarding the role o f the information professional and promoting the value of
the profession.

YBCAPYs 1x4 be3 Y fc; dibraria~;.r
b>z ~Kar,rh&x Bern
Ow informakm orgaizancns wi3 need
to fill n;my posltiolis fron +hep o i of Gen
Xers (Close born between :963 and 5977;
to rnairrtak employment ievels As we ME
Gen Xers, those of us resgonsrbie fcr the
orientation and tmnmg of new tires, as
well as their retenhoc, need to address tkke
different styies of learnlng and w o r i a g
which characterize the Gen X generation
This art~cleis based oa the atAhor's
experiences sqervismg a Gen X e ~ p l o y e e
e.&&a
l;n. ycax T~$.S~,I~?T
Z
q tr,~usnrrF, &x$o:,"i:

WI?owodd choose to read an ?-Boo%r2"S1;.r
than a printed book? The visuaiiy
challenged for the adjwtable type size and
font of e-Books. The cser of technicai
manuals for the bockmarking,
hyperlinking, and annotating capa5Cities.
The s t d e n t 2nd t-aveIer for the poriability
of multiple :i:Ies. The researcher for
keyword searckig. 'Re Ia:e nigh? reader
for &e optional 5acklightjng *&at enables
reading m &e dark The &stance lettzner
who rreeds access to materials twenty-fcxr
hows a day, seven days a week. Wac wodd
choose to read an ?-Bock! Tke very users
academic, public, school, and special
Iibraries serve. Bnt do :he most recent
versiozs of 2-Books have a fnture in
Ebrases?

A 3 < & i~ c&&rzci;nz h b ' i ~ r z ~ k i a f i
dex b%':jt:'2:kaf,rE&
8"; . y q ,g:i:~".
&j<
Nos infocentres deirront puiser dam ie pot
comn;.cn de mexjres de ia gCnCrat2on X
@ersonres n6es entre 1953 et :97"/ gcaz
poumols 2 de nonsbrem postas et done
maimenir ies niveaw d'emplci. &
I far 221
a mesure w e nous emisaarchemns des
nemjres de la gCnCraticn X, il farrdra r,ue
cezx d7en:re E c n s respossa31es de
!'crien:atlon e? de ia f o x x t i o n des
conveaEx saiariks, ainsi qae de lenr
r&ention, prencent e r co~;$e Ies &%rents
styles cogsitifs eb rmdes de travail
caracteristiqnes de la g4nSration X. Ce":
zrticln es? 5ase scr ies experiences de
l'auterr dans ie domaine de la supeEMon
d ' m saiariC de la genera~onX.
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Lesley ~ ~ e n ' ~ ashares
n % a chapter from
her new back, Cma&an Copyrigit TLavr~,
G?ird edition. %e chapter is litled Canadim
and American Copyrigkt Laws: A
Comparison. The chapter is exceq%edwitfi
permission of McGraw-Hill Ryersoa.
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3.-sky Ellen Earris con~ribneun &a$tre
de son aocveau livre; Cmadan Copyight
Law, ;Xrd editioc. LO chapitre in?ituii a
Caaadian and American Copyrighl k w s :
A C ~ n p a r i s o c n rraile des Lcis
canadienxes et adricaines sur le drcit
6'auteur et Ies ccn~pare.Ce chapitre est
extrait avec ia permission de i'4ditearr
McGraw-Hiil Ryerson.

